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Hello Raspberry Pi!: Python programming for kids and other beginnersManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		A fun and imaginative way for kids and other beginners to take their first steps programming on a Raspberry Pi.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	
		The Raspberry Pi is...
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Foundations of Oscillator Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006

	My interest in oscillators started many years ago when I was an undergraduate
	student and one of the laboratory experiments was the design of a Colpitts oscillator.
	It was amazing to see how a sinusoidal signal appeared when the power supply
	was turned on. What an interesting way of controlling the motion of electrons in
	the circuit!...
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Wind Energy Meteorology: Atmospheric Physics for Wind Power Generation (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2012

	This book is intended to give an introduction into the meteorological boundary conditions for power generation from the wind, onshore and offshore. It is to provide reliable meteorological information for the planning and running of this important kind of renewable energy. This includes the derivation of wind laws and wind profile...
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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
A low-tech way to understand a high-tech system!

Create the home entertainment center that fits your home and your tastes    

Gadget fans, a home theater setup is the stuff your dreams are made of. This book keeps the dream from becoming a nightmare! Here's how to select, set up, and optimize a system, translate the salesperson's...
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Flash and PHP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Quickly develop dynamic Flash applications with PHP
    The demand for rich Internet applications (RIAs) such as complete storefronts and interactive surveys is skyrocketing, as is the pressure to create these dynamic apps overnight and at low cost. This in-depth Bible provides the step-by-step instructions you need to quickly...
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50 Awesome Auto Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Evil Genius format is the perfect "vehicle" for 50 incredible automotive projects that are compatible with any car, no matter what make, model, or year. Focusing on low-cost, easily obtained components, the book lists the items needed to complete each project along with a troubleshooting and repair section.     


...
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Fluid Mechanics and MachineryNew Age Publications, 2009

	The flow of ideal non-viscous fluids was extensively studied and mathematical theories were developed during the last century. The field of study was called as ‘Hydrodynamics’. However the results of mathematical analysis could not be applied directly to the flow of real fluids. Experiments with water flow resulted in the...
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Machine Learning with Python: The Definitive Tool to Improve Your Python Programming and Deep Learning to Take You to The Next Level of Coding and Algorithms OptimizationApress, 2021

	
		Machine learning is rapidly changing the world, from diverse types of applications and research pursued in industry and academia. 

	
		Machine learning is affecting every part of your daily life. From voice assistants using NLP and machine learning to make appointments, check your calendar, and play music,...
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Foundations of GTK+ Development (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2007
GTK+ is one of the most influential graphical toolkits for the Linux operating system. It is the technology upon which the GNOME and XFCE desktop environments are based, and it's crucial to have clear understanding of its complexities to build even a simple Linux desktop application. Foundations of GTK+ Development guides you through these...
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Practical TCP/IP and Ethernet Networking for Industry (Practical Professional Books)Newnes, 2003
One of the great protocols that has been inherited from the Internet is TCP/IP and this is being used as the open standard today for all network and communications systems. The reasons for this popularity are not hard to find. TCP/IP and Ethernet are truly open standards available to competing manufacturers and providing the user with a common...
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Distortion in RF Power Amplifiers (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003

	A treatment of distortion in RF power amplifiers. It seeks to offer guidance on designing easily linearizable systems that have low memory effects. The reader is offered a detailed understanding of how the matching impedances of a power amplifier and other RF circuits can be tuned to minimize overall distortion. It also demonstrates how to...
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Interconnecting Smart Objects with IP: The Next InternetMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	Smart object technology, sometimes called the Internet of Things, is having a profound impact on our day-to-day lives. Interconnecting Smart Objects with IP is the first book that takes a holistic approach to the revolutionary area of IP-based smart objects. Smart objects are the intersection of networked embedded systems, wireless...
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